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FRATTINI SUBGROUPS OF 3-MANIFOLD GROUPS

BY

R. B. J. T. ALLENBY, J. BOLER, B. EVANS, L. E. MOSER AND C. Y. TANG1

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that if the Frattini subgroup of the

fundamental group of a compact, orientable, irreducible, sufficiently large

3-manifold is nontrivial then the 3-manifold is a Seifert fibered space. We

show further that the Frattini subgroup of the group of a Seifert fibered

space is trivial or cyclic. As a corollary to our work we prove that every knot

group has trivial Frattini subgroup.

1. Introduction. The importance of Seifert fibered spaces in the study of

3-manifolds has become increasingly apparent [13]. In [25] it was proved that

if a sufficiently large 3-manifold has a nontrivial center then the manifold is a

Seifert fibered space. In this paper we establish a parallel result for the

Frattini subgroup. The Frattini subgroup 0(G) of a group G is the inter-

section of all maximal subgroups of G. Equivalently, 0(G) is the set of

nongenerators of G, that is, x G 5>(G) if and only if whenever (x, xx,

x2, . . . > = G then <x„ x2, . . . > = G.

In [18] L. Neuwirth asked the question: What can be said of the Frattini

subgroup of a knot group? K. Murasugi [17] showed that the Frattini

subgroups of composite and alternating knot groups are trivial. Furthermore,

he conjectured that the Frattini subgroup of any knot group is trivial. In [1]

and [2] Allenby and Tang proved that the Frattini subgroups of cable and

fibered knot groups are trivial. As a corollary to our work we settle

Neuwirth's question by confirming Murasugi's conjecture, that is:

For every knot K in S3 the Frattini subgroup of7Tx(S3 — K) is trivial.

More generally, we prove that many 3-manifold groups have trivial Frattini

subgroups. For such 3-manifolds this means that every nontrivial simple

closed curve x is important in the sense that other simple closed curves can

somehow be chosen to complete x to a generating set from which x cannot be
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deleted. More precisely, we show that:

If G is the fundamental group of a compact, orientable, irreducible, sufficiently

large 3-manifold and if 0(G) ^= 1, then G is the fundamental group of a Seifert

fibered space.

To complete the picture some rather intricate computations are used to

show that:

// G is the fundamental group of a Seifert fibered space, then 0(G) is trivial

or cyclic.

(We in fact produce explicit generators for 0(G).) The techniques involve

applying known theorems about Frattini subgroups of generalized free

products and HNN extensions to the special types of such constructions

induced on the fundamental group of a sufficiently large 3-manifold by a

hierarchy.

Some definitions will be given, but the reader is assumed to be familiar

with such terms as incompressible 2-manifold, sufficiently large 3-manifold,

irreducible 3-manifold, Seifert fibered space, etc. A good reference for these

basic concepts is [8]. For Seifert fibered spaces, in particular, the reader may

wish to consult [20].

As for notation we use *(A, B: H) to denote the generalized free product

of A and B amalgamated along H and *(H, t: tAt~x = B) to denote the

HNN extension of H relative to the isomorphic subgroups A, B of H.

The letter / will denote the unit interval. By a double twisted I-bundle over a

closed nonorientable 2-manifold F, we mean the 3-manifold that is the union

of two orientable /-bundles over F

For each integer n we define an integer tp(n) as follows. If \n\ = pk' ■ . . . •

pkm where p, are distinct primes, we define <p(n) = p, • ... • pm. Observe that

<p(n)\n and that tp(n) generates 0(Z„). We define <p(0) = 0 and <p(± 1) = 1.

2.   Reduction  to   Seifert  fibered  spaces  and  bundles.  The  topological

constructions to follow are motivated by the following two theorems.

Theorem 2.1 (A. Whittemore [28]). Let G = *(A, B: H) with A ¥= H ¥-

B. If there is an x G G such that xHx~x n H = 1, then 0(G) = 1.

Theorem 2.2 (Allenby and Tang [2]). Let G = *(H, t: tAt~x = B) be a

countable HNN group with A j= A n B J- B. Then 0(G) G A n B.

Lemma 2.3. Let F be a closed, incompressible 2-manifold in a compact,

orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M such that F does not cobound a product

with any component of bd Af. Let p: A-»Af be the covering map of M

associated with ttx(F). Then there are infinitely many components of N —

p~x(F) each of whose closures contains at least two components ofp~x(F).
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Proof. Suppose the conclusion of the lemma does not hold. That is,

suppose there are only n components of A — p~x(F) each of whose closures

contains at least two components ofp"'(F). Consider first the possibility that

F does not separate Af. Then the closure of each component of A — p ~ '(F)

contains at least two components of p~'(F) since it is a covering space of Af

cut at F. Furthermore, the number of components of A - p ~ '(F) is infinite

since there are infinitely many double cosets irx(F)girx(M — F) in 77,(Af ).

Thus it must be the case that F separates Af into two components Af, and

Af2. The Seifert-van Kampen Theorem gives ttx(M) as a generalized free

product *(77-,(Af,), 7T,(Af2): 77,(F)). Since neither Af, nor Af2 is a product, the

inclusion induced maps /„: ttx(F)-*ttx(Mj) (j = 1, 2) are not onto [26]. So

there are elements of 77, (Af) of arbitrary length with respect to the generalized

free product structure of 77,(Af). In particular, there is an x in 77,(Af) of length

at least n + 2.

Let * E F be the base point of Af, * the base point of A and F0 the

component of p~x(F) containing ». Since /„: 77,(F0) -» 77,(A) is an

isomorphism, the following facts are evident.

(i) Each component F} of p~x(F) separates A into two components whose

closures we denote by Af and Aj. (The notation is chosen so that *   E A°.)

(ii) The inclusion induced map /"„: irx(Fj) —> ttx(AJ) is onto for each/.

Let x be the lifting of x based at * . Using (ii) above it is possible to

construct a path y in A with the following properties.

(a) y is homo topic with endpoints fixed to x.

(b)y meets no component ofp~'(F) more than once.

Observe then that if R is a component of N — p~X(F) whose closure

contains only one component of p~x(F), then y n R is either empty or an

endpoint of y. This together with (i) above shows that there are at most n + 1

points in y n p~x(F). Hence p(y) has length at most n + 1 which contradicts

the fact that p(y) is homotopic to x and x has length n + 2.

Lemma 2.4. Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and F a

closed incompressible 2-manifold in M. If x-nx(F)x~x n 77,(F) ^ 1 for each x

in 77,(Af), then M contains an incompressible torus.

Proof. Let p: A -> M be the covering space of Af associated with 7r,(F).

Choose k a positive integer, k > exp(g + b + l)2 where g is the genus of F

and b = ßx(F). Let * E F be the base point of Af and * G p~x(*) the base

point of A. By Lemma 2.3 there is a path x in A with the following

properties.

(i) The initial point of x is * .

(ii) The terminal point *  of x lies in a component Fkofp~'(F).

(iii) There are k — 1 components F,, F2, . . . , Fk_x of p~X(F) such that
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x n F¡; is a single transverse intersection point.

According to our hypothesis 77,(Fk) ¥= 1. So \ctyk be a nontrivial loop in Fk

based at * . The isomorphism /',: 77,(F0) -> 77,(A) gives a deformation of the

loop xykx~x into F0. From the intersection of this deformation with (Fq,

F„ . . . , F*_,} one gets loops y0 c F0, j7, c F„ . . . ,yk_x G Fk_x each of

which is freely homotopic in A to yk. Upon composing withp, one obtains

noncontractible loops y0, yx, ... ,yk on F such that^, is freely homotopic in

Af to y¡ for each i, j. If for some i ¥= j, y¡ is freely homotopic on F to y,, a

singular map of a torus into Af is obtained. Then F. Waldhausen's torus-

annulus theorem [4], [27] gives the required incompressible torus. If, on the

other hand, y¡ is not freely homotopic on F to y¡ for any /' ̂  j, the torus is

promised by [6].

Lemma 2.5. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and T an

incompressible torus boundary component of M. If xirx(T)x~x n ityiT) ¥= 1 for

each x in 77,(Af), then M is a Seifert fibered space.

Proof. Letp: A-» Af be the covering space of Af associated with 77,(F).

According to [23], A is homeomorphic to Sx X Sx X [0, 1] less a compact

subset of SlXS'xl.IfJV = 5'xSlX [0, 1], then 77,(A) = Z © Z is of

finite index in 77,(Af). It follows that Af is either S1 X Sx X [0, 1] or the

orientable [0, 1] bundle over the Klein bottle. In either case we have our

result.

Suppose then that A is noncompact. If S ' X S ' X 0 is the only component

of p~x(T), then p is onto and Af is Sx X Sx X [0, 1]. Otherwise, each

component ofp~'(F), other than S1 X Sx X 0, is an incompressible annular

subset of Sx X Sx X 1 (for no component of p~x(T) is simply connected

since xttx(T)x~x n 77,(T) ^ 1). The center curve of each such component is

homotopic in A to a fixed curve t on Sx X Sx X 0. Put t = p(t). Then

xttx(T)x~x n 77,(7) Ç <f> since loops in xttx(T)x~x n ""1(F) correspond

precisely to loops in a component ofp~'(F). We have then that 1 ^ xsqt"x~~x

= s'tm G </) for some integers q, l, m, n and s, t G 77,(F). It follows that

q = / = 0 and that xt"x~x = tm. Furthermore, according to [12] m — ± n

and so xt"x~x = t±n. Thus for each x G 77,(Af) we have an nx such that

xt"<x~x = t±n\ Since 77,(Af) is finitely generated, there is an integer k such

that </*> is normal in 77,(Af). The lemma follows now from [13].

Lemma 2.6. Let M be a Seifert fibered space other than Sx X Sx X I and the

orientable I-bundle over the Klein bottle. Let t be a simple closed curve on a

component T of bd Af such that t generates a normal subgroup of ttx(M). Let

x G 77,(Af), x & 77,(F). If /,, t2 G 77,(F) and xtxx~x = t2, then there is an

integer n such that tx = t" and t2= t±n.
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This lemma is little more than an algebraic formulation of Lemma 2.8 of

[13]. The proof is omitted.

Lemma 2.7. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and T an

incompressible torus in M that separates M. If xirx(T)x~x fl iT\(T) ¥= 1 for

each x G 77, (Af), then M is Seifert fibered or M is a double twisted I-bundle

over the Klein bottle.

Proof. Let T separate Af into components Af,, Af2. By Lemma 2.5 both Af,

and Af2 are Seifert fibered. If either Af, or Af2 is Sx X Sx X I, or if both Af,

and Af2 are /-bundles over the Klein bottle, the conclusion of the lemma is

immediate. The proof proceeds then assuming that Af, is neither S ' X S ' X

/ nor an /-bundle over the Klein bottle and that Af2 is not S ' X S ' X /.

Let t be a simple closed curve on T that generates a normal subgroup of

77,(Af,). We aim to show that <i*> is normal in 77,(Af) for some integer k. If

for each y G irx(M2) we have y G 77,(F), the result is immediate. Suppose

then that there exists y E 77,(Af2),j' £ 77,(F). Choose x G itx(Mx), x £ 77,(F).

By hypothesis there exist elements /,, t2 in 77,(F) such that (xyx)tx(xyx)~x =

t2. Thus yxtxx~xy~x = x~xt2x. By the uniqueness of normal forms in

generalized free products we see that t2 and x ~ xt2x both belong to F as do

both /, and xtxx~x. Thus by Lemma 2.6 there exist integers m, n such that

t2 = /", x~xt2x = t±n and r, = tm, xtxx~x = t±m. Thus yt±my~x = t±n. A

theorem of Jaco [12] now gives m = ± n. Thusyt"y ~l = t±n.

We have then for each y G ttx(M2) an «^ such that yt"yy~x = t±n>. Since

77,(Af2) is finitely generated, there is an integer k such that <f*> is normal in

77,(A/). The conclusion of the lemma is now given by [13].

Lemma 2.8. If M is a compact, orientable, irreducible, sufficiently large

3-manifold and if0(77,(Af)) 7e 1, then one of the following is true.

(i) Af is a Seifert fibered space.

(ii) Af is a 2-manifold bundle over Sx.

(iii) M is a double twisted I-bundle.

Proof. Choose a cutting surface F for Af according to the following list of

preferences.

(1) Fis a disk.

(2) F is an annulus.

(3) F is a torus.

(4) F is a nonseparating bounded surface other than an annulus.

(5) F is a closed 2-manifold other than a torus.

Case 1. F is a disk. In this case 77,(Af) = Z or a nontrivial free product,

and so 0(77,(Af)) = 1 [10].

Case 2. F is a torus or annulus and F does not separate. Let A denote Af cut
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at F and let F,, F2 be copies of F in bd A. Then 77,(Af ) is an HNN extension

*(77,(A), /: /77,(F,)î_1 = 77,(F2)). By Theorem 2.2, 0(77,(Af)) lies in the

finitely generated abelian group 77,(F). Thus 0(77,(Af)) is a finitely generated

normal subgroup of infinite index in 7r,(Af). We conclude that (i) holds if

0(77,(Af)) is cyclic and that either (ii) or (iii) holds if 0(77,(Af)) is free abelian

of rank 2 [8].

Case 3. F is a torus and F separates M. If X77,(F)x ~ ' n ""i(F) = 1 for any x

in 77,(Af), then it follows directly from Theorem 2.1 that 0(77,(Af)) = 1.

Otherwise, Lemma 2.7 gives either (i) or (iii) [9].

Case 4. F is an annulus and F separates. Once again, if x77,(F)x ~ ' n ^\(F)

= 1 for any x G irx(M), then 0(77,(Af)) = 1. Suppose then that x77,(F)x~' n

77,(F) =£ 1 for each x G 77,(Af). Let t denote the generator of 77,(F). Then for

each x in 77,(Af) there are integers nx, mx such that xt"'x~x = tm". From [12]

we get nx = ± mx for each x. Since 77,(Af) is finitely generated, there is an

integer k such that (tk} is normal in 77,(Af). Then [13] gives that Af is a

Seifert fibered space.

Case 5. F is a nonseparating, nonannular, bounded surface. According to our

list of preferences we may assume in this case that Af contains no essential

torus or annulus. Theorem 2.2 gives 0(77,(Af)) G irx(F). Suppose there is an

element x in 0(77,(Af )) that is not freely homotopic on F to any loop in bd F.

Let / be a simple closed curve in M that meets F in a single transverse

intersection point. Consider the set K+ = {t"xt~"\n = 0, 1, 2, . . . }. Observe

first of all that the normality of 0(77,(Af)) gives K+ c F. There must be

integers n and k, n ^ k, such that t"xt~" is freely homotopic on F to tkxt~k.

Otherwise, [6] gives an essential torus or annulus in Af. This gives a singular

map g of a torus into Af. The map g cannot be essential. Otherwise, [27] gives

an essential torus or annulus. Thus t"xt~" must be homotopic on F to a loop

in bd F

A similar analysis on K~ = {t~mxtm\m = 0, 1, 2, ... } gives a positive

integer m such that t~mxtm is freely homotopic on F to a loop in bd F. Thus

we get a singular map g: Sx X [0, l]->Af with g(Sx X 0) = t'mxtm,

g(S ' X j ) = x and g(S ' X 1) = t"xt~". The map g must be essential since x

does not deform through F into bd F. An essential annulus in Af is then given

by [27].

It must be the case then that each element in 0(77,(Af )) is freely homotopic

on F to a loop in bd F Furthermore, there can be at most one such boundary

component x involved. For if x and y are distinct curves in bd F and if xr,

ys G 0(77,(Af)), then xrys is an element of 0(77,(Af)) that is not freely

homotopic on F to a loop in bd F. Thus each element of 0(77,(Af)) is

conjugate in 77,(F) to a power of x. Since F is not an annulus, 77,(F) is free of

rank at least two. Let <x, yx, y2, ■ • ■} denote a set of free generators for
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77,(F). If xr G 0(77,(Af)), then

yxxryx-xy2xxryx2 = yxxryxxryx2 G 0(t7,(A/)).

But this element cannot be conjugate to a power of x in the free group (x,yx,

y2, . . . >. We conclude that 0(t7,(A/)) = 1.

Case 6. F is a closed 2-manifold which is not a torus. In this case it must be

so that Af is closed and contains no essential torus. If F does not separate,

then a much simplified version of Case 5 gives the result. If F separates, then

Lemma 2.4 gives an x in 77,(Af) such that xttx(F)x~x n ^X(F) = 1. We

conclude from Theorem 2.1 that 0(77,(Af)) = 1. This completes the proof of

Lemma 2.8.

At this point it seems appropriate to state the following theorem whose

proof awaits the calculations made in §§4 and 5. The reader is asked to note

that the conclusion of the theorem does indeed follow from Lemma 2.8 and

the results in §§4 and 5. A separate proof will not be given.

Theorem 2.9. If M is a compact, orientable, irreducible, sufficiently large

3-manifold and if 0(77,(Af)) ̂  1, then M is a Seifert fibered space. Further-

more, 0(77,(Af )) is infinite cyclic.

Corollary 2.10. // Af is a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and if

M contains a nonannular, nonseparating, bounded incompressible surface F, then

0(77,(Af)) =   1.

Proof. Theorem 2.2 gives immediately that 0(7r,(Af)) ÇJ t7,(F). Then

according to Theorem 2.9, 0(77,(Af)) is a cyclic normal subgroup of 77,(F).

Since 77,(F) is free of rank at least two, it follows that 0(77,(Af)) = 1. This

completes the proof.

If K is a knot in S3, then its complement M = S3 — K contains a spanning

surface F Thus S3 — K satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 2.10, and we

obtain as a special case of our work an answer to Neuwirth's question [18].

Theorem 2.11. If G = 77,(S3 - K) is the group of a knot K in S3, then

0(G) = 1.

3. Group theoretic lemmas. We study here the Frattini subgroups of several

seemingly artificial classes of groups. This has the advantage of avoiding the

presentation of many calculations that are at worst superficially different.

Lemma 3.1. Let G = A * B with Ai=\j=B. If \ j= g G G and if G ¥=
Z2 * Z2, then there is an x in G such that x( g}x ~ ' n ( g> = 1.

The proof is an easy exercise in the normal forms of elements of free

products and is left to the reader.
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Lemma 3.2. Let G = *(A, B: H) with A ^ H =£ B and H is cyclic. If A or B

is a nontrivial free product other than Z2 * Z2, then 0(G) = 1.

Proof. According to Lemma 3.1 there is an x G G such that xHx~x n H

= 1. The conclusion is given by Theorem 2.1.

Lemma 3.3. Let G be a split extension of H by K where H s Z © Z. If

0(G) c H, in particular, if 0(/f) = 1, then 0(G) is not free abelian of rank

two.

Proof. Let H = <x,.y|[x,.>>] = 1> and suppose 0(G) = <x^w', x"yv} is free

abelian of rank two. Let / = sv - tu. Then x' = (xsy')v(x"yv)~' G 0(G),

and / t^ 0 since xsy', x"yv are free generators. Also.y' = (xV)_"(JcjVT E

0(G). Choose a prime p larger than |/|. Then <*', y', xp,yp, K) = G, but

(xp,yp, K} =£ G since (xp,yp) is a proper characteristic subgroup of (x,y).

Lemma 3.4. Let G be a group and let S¡, 0 < / < n, be simple groups. Let h:

G -* ©"=05, be a homomorphism and let p.: ®"=0S¡ —* Sj be the natural

projection. If Pj ° h is onto for each], then h(G) is isomorphic to S, © • • • ©

S¡ for some 0 < /, < i2 < • • •  < ik < n.

Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 0 there is nothing to prove.

Suppose then that n > 0, and let p: ®"=0S¡-> 0"_,5, be the natural

projection. By the inductive hypothesis there is an isomorphism / of

(p ° /0(G) onto Sit © • • • © S4 for some 1 </',<•• • < ik < n. Let H =

{x G S0\(x, 1) E h(G)}. Suppose h(g) = (x, 1) and s G S0. By hypothesis

there is an sx G ®"=XS¡ and a g, E G such that h(gx) = (s, sx). Then

h(gxggx~l) = (sxs~x, 1), and so sxs~x G H. Thus H is a normal subgroup of

S0, and so H = 1 or H = S0. If H = 1, then h(G) n kerp = 1. Thus h(G) a

(p « /i)(G) = S¡t © • • • © S^. If, on the other hand, H = S0, it is not

difficult to see that the map F: h(G)^>S0 © Sh © • • • © Sik defined by

F(y) = (Po(>0> / ° P(y)) 1S an isomorphism.

Lemma 3.5. Let N be a finitely generated normal subgroup of the group G

such that A » residually free of rank two. Then A n 0(G) = 1. Hence, if

0(G/A) = 1, then 0(G) = 1.

Proof. Suppose 1 ^ x G A n 0(G). Since A is residually free, it is

residually a finite nonabelian simple group (for example, PSL(2, p) [14]). Let

/: A -» 50 be a map of A onto a finite nonabelian simple group such that

f(x) t^ 1. Let A^0 be the kernel of/. Now let K0, Kx, . . . , Kn be the distinct

copies of KQ which arise on mapping K0 under all the automorphisms of A.

This set of K¡ is finite since A, being finitely generated, has at most finitely

many subgroups of index |A : K0\. Clearly, K = n"=0^i 's a characteristic

subgroup of A and is of finite index in A. Furthermore, since we have the
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mappings N-* N/K^> N/K¡, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that N/K is a

direct sum of finitely many (isomorphic) finite simple groups.

Now K is characteristic in A and A is normal in G so K is normal in G.

Thus we obtain a natural projection /,: G^G/K such that fx(x) G

$(G)K/K G N/K n $(G/K). Since N/K is finite, the centralizer C/K of

N/K in G/K is of finite index in G/K. Furthermore, C/K n N/K = 1

since N/K has trivial center. But C/K is normal in G/K (since N/K is

normal in G/K) and so we may consider the projection f2: G/K^>

G/K/C/Kss G/C. Clearly, G/C is a finite group and f2(fx(x)) is a

non trivial element of 0(G/C)-a nilpotent group [22]. Thus f2(N/K) is a

direct product of nonabelian simple groups whose intersection with the

nilpotent normal subgroup 0(G/C) is non trivial. This manifest impossibility

proves the lemma.

Definition 3.6. Let A(m : n) denote a group with presentation of the

following form:

A(m : n) = (x„ x2, . . . , xm, z|x,zx,_1 - z±l, w(xx, . . ., xm) = z").

We call A (m : n) acceptable if the following properties hold.

(i) <z> is infinite cyclic.

(\i)A(m : n)/(z} = B(m) is Hopfian.

(iii) 0(£(m)) = 1.

We say that an acceptable group A (m : n) is stable if given any subgroup H

of A (m : n) that projects naturally onto B(m), there are elements^,, . . . ,ym

of H such that (yx, . . . ,ym; projects onto B(m) and w(yx, . . . ,ym) = z".

An acceptable group A (m : ri) is regularly unstable if given any k there are

elements.y,, ... ,ym of A(m : n) such that (yx, . . . ,ym) projects onto B(m)

andw(yx,...,yj = z"+2k.

Lemma 3.7. If A(m : ri) is acceptable, then <&(A(m : n)) G {z^n))>.

Proof. First of all <S?(B(m)) = 1, and so &(A(m : n)) G <z>. Suppose <p(n)

does not divide s. Then zs E 0(Z„). Thus there is an integer / such that (z1,

z'> = Zn but <z'> t¿= Z„. Consider S = (zs, z', xx, . . . , xm}. Now

w(xx, . . . , xm) = z", zs, z' G S and so z E S. Hence

S = (zs, z', xx, . . . , xm) = A(m: ri).

Let R = <z', xx, . . . , xm}, and consider R n <z>. Now each element of R

can be written as zc'x where x G <x,, . . . , xm} and c G Z. Thus R n <z> G

<z', z"). But <z', z"> =5*= <z> since z' does not generate Z„. It follows that

R ¥= A(m : ri) and so zs E <fr(A(m : n)).

Lemma 3.8. If A(m : n) is acceptable and ifyx, . . . ,ym are elements of A(m :

ri) such that H = (yx, . . . ,ym} projects onto B(m) and w(yx, . . . ,ym) = z',

then H n <z> = <z'>.
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Proof. It is clearly enough to show that H n <z> G <z'>. Since z' G H,

there is an inclusion induced map /": ///<z'> -» H/H n <z>. In H/(z'} the

relation w(yx, . . . ,ym) = T holds. Thus there is an epimorphism e: B(m) ->

///<z'> defined by e(x¡) = y,. Let f. H/H n <z> -^ B(m) be the restriction

of the natural projection of A (m : ri) onto B(m). Finally, put F = f ° i ° e:

B(m) -► B(m). Now F({x„ . . . , xm)) = f({yx, . . . ,ym)) is a generating set

for B(m), and so F is onto. Since B(m) is Hopfian, F is an isomorphism. It

follows that i is one-to-one and, consequently, that H n <z> = <z'>.

Lemma 3.9. If A(m : ri) is regularly unstable, then <b(A(m : ri)) — 1.

Proof. By Lemma 3.7 it suffices to show that for every nonzero integer d,

zdq>(n) £ $(A(m : «)). To this end choose c so that 2c + 1 is a primep larger

than dtp(ri). Let_y,, . . . ,ym be elements of A(m : ri) that project onto B(m)

and w(yx, . . . ,ym) - zn + 2cn. Then <z^<"), z^, >;„... ,ym} = >l(m : «).

Consider R = (zp, yx, . . . ,ym}- Now each element of R can be written as

zspy where y G (yx, ... ,ym). By Lemma 3.8, <>,, . ., ,y„> n <z> «

<zn+2c">. It follows that each element of Ä n <z> is of the form zsp(zn+2cn)'

= (z')i+n'. Thus R=£ A(m : ri), and so z^^ ^ 0(y4 (m : ri)).

Lemma 3.10. If A(m : n) is stable, then $(A(m : n)) = <zv(">>.

Proof. By Lemma 3.7 it suffices to show that zv(n) G <b(A(m : ri)). So

suppose that {zv{,i),yx, . . . ,yr) = A(m : ri). Then (yx, . . . ,yr; projects onto

B(m), and since A(m : ri) is stable z" G (yx, . . . ,yr}. Let (yx, . . . ,yr} n

<z> = <z*>. Then (z^"\ zk) = <z>. It follows that k is relatively prime to

<p(n) and so also to n. Hence <z", zk} = <z>. We have then that z E

(yx, . . . ,yr}, and so (yx, . . . ,yr} = A(m : ri). Hence z^n) G $(A(m : n)),

and the proof of Lemma 3.10 is complete.

4. Seifert fibered spaces. This section begins in earnest the calculation of

Frattini subgroups of 3-manifold groups. Consider first of all the planar

discontinuous groups

P(l,r,g: ax,a2, . . . , ar)

= ( /i, •••>//. ax, ... , qr, ax, bx, . . . , ag, bg\q? = 1,
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and

Q(l, r,g:ax,a2, . . . , ar)

= ( /i, •••.//, <7i, • • • , ar, c„ . . . , cg\q? = 1,

We assume that a, > 1 for each i.

Lemma 4.1. Let G = P(l, r, g: ax, . . . , ar) or Q(l, r, g: a,, . . . , ar). If G is

infinite, then 0(G) = 1.

Proof. The reader is asked to observe the following for infinite G = P or

Q-
(i) G (I, 1, g) and G(0, 0, g) are one relator groups.

(ii) G(l > 1, 0, g) and G(l > I, r > 2, g) are nontrivial free products

except for G (2, 0, 0) and (9(1, 0, 1) which are infinite cyclic.

(iii) If G is F(0, r>2,g>\), 2(0, r > 2, g > 2), Q(0, r > 3, 1), 0(0, 2,
1: some a, > 2), G(0, r > 5, 0) or G(0, r > 4, 0: some a, > 2), then G is a

nontrivial free product with amalgamation *(A, B : H) where H is cyclic and

A is a nontrivial free product other than Z2 * Z2.

We get O(G) = 1 for (i) from [2], for (ii) from [10] and for (iii) from

Lemma 3.2.

The remaining cases must be handled separately.

Case 1. G = Q(0, 2, 1: 2, 2) = (qx, q2, c\q2 = q\ = qxq2c2 = 1>. For each

odd prime p let A(p) = (c^). Observe that A(p) is normal in G and that

G/N(p) = *(A,B:H) where

A = (qx,q2\q2 = q22 = (M~2)P=l),   * = {c\c2p = Ï)    and    H = <c2>.

Now H is a finite cyclic normal subgroup of G/N(p), and so

0(G/A(p)) = <// n 0(^1), // n 0(5)>

[24]. But A is dihedral of order 2p, and B is cyclic of order 2p. Thus

O04) = 0(5) = 1, and so 0(G/A(p)) = 1. It follows that O(G) Ç n, N(p)
= 1.

Case 2. G = F(0, 4, 0 : 2, 2, 2, 2) = <?„ <72, ft, q4\q2 = 9f = 9| = q\ =
?i?2?3t?4 = 0- Observe that G is isomorphic to

(x,.y, z|[*,>>] = \,zxz~x = x~x,zyz~x = y~x,z2 = l)

(by the mapping x\-^q2q2, y^q3qx, z\-+q3). Now G/<x> ^ Z2* Z2 and

G/<7> * Z2 * Z2. Thus O(G) ç <x> n <jv> = 1.
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Case 3. G = F(0, 3, 0 : o„ ot2, a3) = (qx, q2, q3\qxa< - q? = q? = qxq2q3

= 1> with 1/a, + l/a2 + l/a3 < 1. Then G has a normal subgroup A of

finite index such that A is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a

compact, orientable 2-manifold of genus > 2 [11]. According to [3], A is

residually free. Lemma 3.5 then gives A n 0(G) = 1. Since A is a normal

subgroup of finite index, it follows that 0(G) is finite. If 0(G) ¥= 1, then by

[11] 0(G) is cyclic and 0(G) = (mj/'w-1) for some w G G and some i. Now

q¡", qJq"qJ'x G 0(G) since 0(G) is normal. Thus q" = wql"sw~x, qjqPqf1 =

wq"'w~x for some s, t G Z. Hence, qjq!"q~x = q¡" and q"' ¥= 1 since q," ¥= 1,

and so (q¡) n qjiq^qf1 ^= 1. By [11] Oj G <<?,>. It follows that G is a finite

cyclic group which is a contradiction.

Case 4. G = F(0, 3, 0 : a„ a2, a3) with 1/a, + l/a2 + l/a3 = 1. In this

case (a,, a2, a3) = (3, 3, 3), (4, 4, 2) or (6, 3, 2), and G has a normal subgroup

of finite index which is free abelian of rank two. In particular,

G = (qx, q2, q3\q6x - q\ - q\ - qxq2q3 = 1)

is isomorphic to

(x,y, z\zxz~x = y,zyz~x = x~xy, [x,y] = 1, z6 = 1)

by the mapping x\->qx~2q2, y*->qx~xq2qx~x, zH>ç,. We have immediately that

0(G) G (x, y} and by Lemma 3.3 that 0(G) is not free abelian of rank two.

So suppose that 0(G) is infinite cyclic. Let 0(G) = <x V>; then (x"yv)±x =

zx"yvz~x = x~y+v. Hence u = T v and v = ±(u + v) which implies that

u = v = 0. Thus 0(G) = 1. Similarly, if

G = (iv <72> a3\q3x = q\ = q\= qxq2q3 = 1>,

which is isomorphic to

(x,y, z\zxz~x = y, zyz~x = x-xy~x, [x,y] = 1, z3 = 1)

by the mapping z\-+qx, x\-+qxxq2,yr+q2qxx, it can be shown that 0(G) = 1.

Finally, if

G = (Qi, ?2> ftk? = ii = il = IxIzlT, -  0'

then G is isomorphic to

(x,y, z\zxz~x = y,zyz~x = x~x, [x,y] = l,z4 = 1)

by the mapping zv*q2, xv+qxq2x,y\-+q2qxq22. Now

G/(x,y) = <f|z4 = Ï) a Z4    and    0(Z4) = (z2|(z~2)2 = Ï)

so 0(G) G (x,y, z2>. Suppose that x"yvz2 G 0(G). Then

x(xyvz2)x~x = xu+2yDz2,   y(x"yvz2)y-x = Xyv+2z2 G 0(G)
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and so

x2 m (x"+y»z2-)(xyvz2yl,   y2 = (Xyv+2z2)(xyvz2)~* G 0(G).

Letp be an odd prime. Then (x2,y2, xp, z> = G, but (xp, z> =£ G since <xp,

yps) is a proper characteristic subgroup of <x, y/. Thus 0(G) Ç (,x,y}. Now

by Lemma 3.3, 0(G) is not free abelian of rank two. Suppose x"yv G 0(G).

Then x~vy" = z(xuyv)z~x G 0(G), and so

x»2+°2 = (xyv)u(x-yyD, >X+°2 = (xyv)v(x-y)uG 0(G).

It follows that u = v = 0 so that 0(G) = 1 as required. This completes the

proof of Lemma 4.1.

Now if Af is a Seifert fibered space, then there are three possible

presentations for 77,(Af) [20]. For relatively prime integers a„ /3, we have:

(4.2) Af has nonempty boundary.

77, (Af) = (x„ . ..,xk,qx, . .., qr, h\x¡hx~x = h±x,

«M'1 = h, q?h* = 1).

(4.3) Af is closed with orientable Seifert surface.

,rx(M) = 0(r,g:b,ax,ßx,...,ar,ßr)

= / ax, bx, . . . , ag, bg, qx, . . ., qr, h^haí1 = h±x, b¡hbrx = h±x,

«*»-« = h,4** = 1, ( n ?,)( fi [<*,,è,]) = **y

(4.4) Af is closed with nonorientable Seifert surface.

vx(M) = N(r,g:b,ax,ßx,...,ar,ßr)

= lcx,...,cg,qx,..., qr, h\c¡hc~x = h±x,

fcAff'-A.^-l.jïï «)fn cA-A*

With each of these presentations, we associate the following integers.

(4.5) « = axa2 ■ ... • ar, â, = /3,â/a„ p = gcd(â, â„ . . . , él),

« -•« +*j + . - . + éL,|* - ¿/p, X = <p(D/gcd(â/p, <p(|*)).

Observe that in each of the presentations (4.2)-(4.4), (A> is a normal

subgroup. Furthermore, 77,(Af)/</i> is one of the groups P(l, r, g), Q(l, r, g).

If 77,(Af) is infinite, it is torsion free [5]. Thus, if tix(M)/(Jí) is finite, then

77,(Af) is infinite cyclic [8]. If irx(M)/(h} is infinite, we have from Lemma 4.1
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that 0(77,(Af)/</7» = 1. In either case we get

Lemma 4.6. // Af is Seifert fibered with infinite fundamental group, then

0(7T,(Af)) Ç <Ä>.

Theorem 4.7. //Af is Seifert fibered and if bd M J=0, then 0(77,(Af)) = 1.

Proof. Note first that for the infinite dihedral group DM = (w, z\zwz~x =

w~x, z2 = 1> we have $(Z)M) = 1 since DM = Z2 * Z2. Now in the presen-

tation (4.2) for 771(Af) if r = 0, define a map /: 77,(Af) -» Dx by /(*,) = w if

x¡hx~x = h, f(x¡) = z if x¡hx~x = h~x, and f(h) = w. If r > 0, define /:

77,(Af) -* Dœ by/U) = w if xlhxrl = h,f(Xi) = z if ^A*,"' = »"'./(ft) =

w""'/p and/(A) = wa/p. (See 4.5.) Now (â/p, â,/p, . . . , âr/p} consists of

relatively prime integers. So the image of / is either D^ or an infinite cyclic

subgroup of Dx. In either case 0(77,(Af)) G ker/. But <A>nker/=l.

Lemma 4.6 now gives the desired conclusion.

Next we consider 3-manifolds which are Seifert fibered over an orientable

surface other than the 2-sphere. So we assume g > 1, r > 0 in the

presentation (4.3) for 77,(Af).

Theorem 4.8. Iftrx(M) = 0(r,g : b, ax, /?,, . . . , ar, ßr) is infinite and if

(i) a¡ha¡~' = h~x or bfibfx = h~x for some i, then 0(77,(Af)) = 1, whereas if

(ii) a¡ha~x = h and b¡hb¡'x = h for each i, then 0(77,(Af)) = <AA>, where

X = <p(ê*)/gcd(â/p, «KO-

The proof proceeds in several steps. First we consider the case r = 0.

Lemma 4.9. O(O(0, g : b)) = <A,,(6)> if h is central in 0(0, g : b), and

0(0(0, g :£>))= 1 otherwise.

Proof. Observe that as a consequence of Lemma 4.1, 0(0, g : b) is an

acceptable group since </i> is infinite cyclic and F(0, 0, g) is Hopfian [3].

Case l. h is central in 0(0, g : b). Let S be a subgroup of O(0, g : b) that

projects naturally onto 0(0, g : b)/(h}. Then there are integers kx, . . . , kg,

/„..., lg such that a¡hk\ b¡h!i G S. Since h is central,

g g
Il[aihk;bih''] = I[[ai,bi] = hb.
/=i i=i

It follows that 0(0, g : b) is stable, and, consequently from Lemma 3.10, that

O(O(0,g:¿>)) = <A*<6>>.

Case 2. h is not central in 0(0, g : b). Let k be a positive integer. Observe

the following facts.

(i) If (¡¡ha,-* = h~x and b¡hbrx = h, then [a„ h~kb,] = A2*^, b,}.

(ii) If aiharx = h and ¿„AAf1 = h~x, then [hkat, £>,] = h2k[a¡, b,].

(iii) If a¡har ' = h~x and bthbf ' - A-1, then [hka¡, ¿>,] = A2*[a,., />,].
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(iv) For each i, [[a¡, b¡], A] = 1.

It is clear from (i) through (iv) that it is possible to choose elements

>-„... ,yg, zx,...,zg of O(0, g : b) so that (yx, . . . ,yg, z„ . . ., zg> projects

onto O (0, g : ¿>)/<A> and that

i\[yi,zi] = h2ki\[ai,bi] = hb+2k.

i=i /=i

Thus O (0, g : b) is regularly unstable, and so the result follows from Lemma

3.9.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.8 we consider the groups 0(r, g : b,

a,, ßx, . . . , cl, ßr) with r > 1 which we abbreviate by 0(r, g : b). Define a

map /: O (r, g : b) -* O(0, g : |*) by f(a,) = a» /(£•,) = b„ /(?,) = A"*/',
/(A) = Aa/p. Since {â/p, âx/p, . . . , àr/p) consists of relatively prime inte-

gers, / is onto. If A is not central in 0(r,g : b), then we have from Lemma 4.9

that O(O(0, g : £*)) = 1 and so 0(0(r, g : b)) G ker/. But (ker/) n <A> = 1,

and so 0(0 (r, g : b)) = 1.

If A is central in 0(r, g : b), then Lemma 4.9 gives that

0(0 (r, g:b))G <A> n /" ' «A*«*'» = <AA>.

It remains to show then that hx G 0(0(r, g : £>)). So suppose that <A\

z„ . . . , z„> = 0(r, g : b). Let R = <z„ . . ., z„>, and let R n <A> = <A">.

Now R projects onto 0(r, g : b)/(h}, and hence there are integers k¡, /„ m,

such that a¡hk', 6,A4, ç,-A"* E Ä. Now

A*( Ú  q)    = ft [a,, ¿>,] = ft [a¡h\ è,A'] E R
\i=i     / /=i i=i

and so

hb*t',.m = A*j ft  ?,)    • ( ft  qfiA G R.

Also from q? = h~ß< we see that A"*'"'^ = (c/,Am')ai E R. Thus 6 + S,_, m¡

= 0 mod u and a¡m¡ - /3, = 0 mod w. From these congruences it can be

shown that £ = 0 mod u.

Suppose now thatp is a prime that divides both â and u. Thenp divides a,

for some /. But a¡m¡ — ßt = 0 mod u, and sop divides /3,. This contradicts the

fact that a, and /3, are relatively prime, and so we conclude that gcd(â, u) = 1.

It follows that gcd(p, u) = 1 and hence that £* = 0 mod u.

Since A is central in 0(r,g : b), each element of <A\ R} = 0(r, g : b) can

be written as hcXw where w E R and c £ Z. In particular, it follows that

<A> = <AA, A") and, consequently, that gcd(X, u) = 1.

Now if p is a prime that divides u, thenp also divides |* and so also <p(£*).
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Since gcd(À, u) = 1 and À = <p(£*)/gcd(â/p, <p(£*)), p must divide gcd(â/p,

<p(¿*)) and, hence, â. But this contradicts the fact that gcd(â, w) = 1. Thus we

must have that u = 1 and, consequently, that R = 0(r,g : b). It follows that

AA E 0(0 (r, g : b)), which completes the proof of Theorem 4.8.

Now for 3-manifolds Af which are Seifert fibered over the 2-sphere, A is

central in 77,(Af), and we have

Theorem 4.10. // 77,(Af) = 0(r, 0 : b, ax, ßx, . . . , él, ßr) is infinite, then

0(77,(Af)) = <AA>.

Sketch of proof. Again Lemma 4.6 gives that 0(0 (r, 0 : £>)) Ç <A>.

Define a map/: 0(r, 0 : b) -> 0(0, 0 : |*) = Z£. by f(q,) = A-*/",/(A) =
A¿/p.Then

0(0(/-, 0 : b)) G <A> n /-'«A^» = <AA>.

Thus we need only show that AA E 0(0(r, 0 : £>)). This can be done as in the

proof of Theorem 4.8.

Finally, if Af is Seifert fibered over a nonorientable surface with g > 1

crosscaps and r > 0, then we have

Theorem 4.11. Ifirx(M) = N(r, g : b, ax, ßx, . . ., cl, ßr) is infinite and if

(i) c,Ac,_1 = h for some i, then 0(77,(Af)) = 1,

whereas if

(ii) c,Ac,-' = A"1 for each i, then 0(77,(Af)) = <AA>.

The proof involves the same techniques used in proving Theorem 4.8 and is

omitted.

Remark 4.12. It is interesting to note for the Seifert fibered spaces Af with

fundamental groups 0(r, g : b, ax, ßx, . . . , cl, ßr) that 0(77,(Af)) =¿ 1 if and

only if Z(irx(M))=£ 1 and that 0(77,(Af)) G Z(ttx(M)). However, for the

groups 77,(Af) — N(r, g : b, a,, ßx, . . . , cl, ßr), 0(77,(Af)) i= 1 in some cases

but Z(ttx(M)) = 1. On the other hand, for the Seifert fibered spaces Af with

boundary, 0(7r,(Af)) = 1 but Z(ttx(M)) may be nontrivial.

5. Surface bundles over S ' and double twisted /-bundles. If Af is a surface

bundle over Sx, then 77,(Af) has a normal subgroup H isomorphic to the

fundamental group of a compact, orientable 2-manifold and 77,(Af)/// s Z.

If Af is a double twisted /-bundle, H is again a normal subgroup of 77,(Af)

and irx(M)/H s Z2 * Z2.

Theorem 5.1. // Af is a bundle over Sx with fiber a compact, orientable

2-manifold other than a torus, or if M is a double twisted I-bundle over a closed,

nonorientable 2-manifold other than a Klein bottle, then 0(77,(Af)) = 1.
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Proof. If Af is either a sphere bundle over Sx or a disk bundle over Sl,

then 77,(Af) = Z, and if Af is an annulus bundle over Sx, then 77,(Af) is either

Z © Z or <x, y\yxy~x = x-1>. If Af is a double twisted /-bundle over a

projective plane, then 77,(Af) = Z2 * Z2. Since these groups all have trivial

Frattini subgroups, we proceed assuming that H is either free of rank greater

than one or the fundamental group of a closed, orientable 2-manifold of

genus greater than one. According to [3], H is residually free of rank two.

Furthermore, 1 = O(Z) = 0(Z2 * Z2) = 0(77,(Af)///). Hence from Lemma

3.5 we conclude that 0(77,(Af)) = 1 which completes the proof of Theorem

5.1.

Now suppose Af is a torus bundle over S '. Then

77,(Af) = (x,y,z\[x,y] = l,zxz~' = x"yq, zyz~x = xrys)

where ps — qr = ± 1.

Lemma 5.2. Let A G GL^Z) with characteristic polynomial p(X) = (X —

a)(X — c) where a and c are integers. If a =£ c, then A is similar over Z to (g ¡?).

If a = c, then A is similar over Z to (g *) for some integer b.

Proof. If a ¥= c, then A is similar over Qto^0) and there are eigenvectors

x, y G Q © Q with Ax = ax, Ay = cy. Choose xx,yx G Z © Z where xx,yx

are nonzero integral multiples of x and y. Then Axx = axx, Ayx = cyx. Let

xx = kx2 where k G Z and x2 is primitive in Z © Z (that is, x2 =?= k'x'2 for

any x'2 E Z © Z, k' G Z). Then Akx2 = Axx = axx = akx2, and so Ax2 —

ax2. Similarly, there exists y2 G Z © Z such that y2 is primitive and Ay2 =

cy2. Then [x2, y2) is a basis for Z © Z with Ax2 = ax2, Ay2 = cy2, and so A

is similar over Z to (g ^).

If a = c, then v4 is similar over Q to (g °) or to (q à)- The first case is

handled just as above. In the second case we choose xx, yx G Z © Z with

Axx = axx + yx, Ayx = ayx. Suppose that xx = kx2 where x2 is a primitive in

Z ® Z and k G Z. Then Akx2 = /Ix, = ax, + yx = a&x2 + j>„ hence k(Ax2

— öx2) = >>,. Put _y2 = Ax2 — ax2. Then y4x2 = ax2 + y2. Also ky2 = >>,.

Hence ^^y2 = Ayx = ay, = tf/ry2, and so ^4>>2 = ay2. Now let^j = 6V3 where

y3 is a primitive element of Z © Z and b G Z. Then ylx2 = ax2 + ^2 = ax2

+ by3 and ^4/3 = ay3. Furthermore, {x2,y3} is a basis for Z (B Z, and so A is

similar over Z to (g *).

Theorem 5.3. Let M be a torus bundle over S '.

(i) // (? J) ii Ji/rw/ar ewer Z to (0 bx) with b ¥= 0, then ttx(M) s (X, Y, Z\

[X, Y] = 1, ZA-Z"1 = XYb, ZYZX = Y} and <$>(ttX(M)) = <y(6)>.

(ii) // (p ?) is j/w/7a/- over Z to ("¿ _?) with b ¥= 0, then irx(M) at {X, Y,

Z\[X, Y] = \,ZXZ~X = XxYb,ZYZx = Y~x? and<P(ttx(M)) = (7*»).

(iii) In all other cases 0(77,(Af)) = 1.
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Proof. It is clear that 0(77,(Af)) G <x, y) and by Lemma 3.3 that

0(77,(Af)) is not free abelian of rank two. So suppose that 0(77,(Af)) is infinite

cyclic. Let 0(77,(Af)) = (x^"). Since 0(77,(Af)) is normal, we get

(xyv)±x= z(xyv)z~x = xpu+ryu+sv.

So ± u = pu + rv and ± v = qu + sv. Hence

0 = uv — vu = (pu + rv)v - (qu + sv)u = rv2 + (p — s)uv — qu2.

Now at least one of u, v is nonzero since xyV 1. Suppose without loss of

generality that v ^ 0. If r ^ 0, then

(s — p)u ± uy(p - s)2 + Aqr

"-2r-■

Since v is an integer,

(p - s)2+ Aqr = (p + s)2~ 4(ps - qr) = (p + s)2+ 4

must be a perfect square. We conclude that p + s = ±2 and ps - qr = 1 or

p + s = 0 and ps — qr = —1. Thus the characteristic polynomial P(X) of

(p 1) is (X ± l)2 or X2 - 1. If r = 0, we immediately have this result.

Case I. P(X) = X2 -2X+ I. Then Lemma 5.2 gives (p qs) similar to (¿ bx)

where b G Z. Thus a presentation for 77,(Af) is

(X, Y, Z\[X, Y] = lZJVZ"1 = XYb,ZYZ~x = Y)

= (X, Y,Z\XYX~X = Y,ZYZX = Y, [Z,X] = Yb > = O(0, 1 : b)

(see (4.3)). Since Y is central, we get from Theorem 4.8 that 0(77,(Af)) =
< y-9(*)\

Case 2.P(X) = X2 + 2X+l. Then (p q) is similar to (~0 _bx), and so 77,(Af)

has the presentation

(X, Y,Z\[X, Y] = \,ZXZ~X = X~xYb,ZYZ-x = Y~x).

Putting c, = XZ, c2 = Z~x,h = Y we have that

77,(Af) s^^c^Alc.Acf1 = h~x,c2hc2x = A-',c2c| = hb) = N(0,2:b).

Thus from Theorem 4.11 we get 0(77,(Af )) = < Yv(b)).

Case 3. P(X) = X2 - 1. By Lemma 5.2, (p q) is similar to (0 _?). Thus

77,(Af) s= {X, Y, Z\[X, Y] = 1, ZA'Z-1 = X, ZYZX = Y~x} a O(0, 1 : 0),

and so 0(77,(Af)) = 1 by Theorem 4.8. This completes the proof of Theorem

5.3.
Now suppose Af is a double twisted /-bundle over the Klein bottle. Then

77,(A/) = (a, b,x,y\bab~x = a-x,yxy-x = x~x,a = xpy2q, b2 = xry2s)

where ps — rq = ±1 [7].
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Theorem 5.4. // Af is a double twisted I-bundle over the Klein bottle, then

(i) 0(t7,(A/)) = <¿>"(2p)> ifs - 0,
(ii)O(77,(A/)) = <x',(r)>í/fl = 0,

(iii) 0(77,(Af)) = (yv^yifr = 0,

(iv) 0(77,(A/)) = <7*(2i)> ifp = 0,

(v) 0(77,(Af )) = 1 if none of p, q, r, s is equal to zero.

Proof. Let H = <a, £>2>; then we also have H = <x, y2) since x =

(asb~2q)±x, y2 = (a~rb2p)±x. Now H is normal in t7,(M), and trx(M)/H s

Z2 * Z2. It follows that 0(77,(Af)) G H. Now 0(t7,(A/)) cannot be free

abelian of rank two. For suppose 0(77,(Af)) = (xcy2d, xy2v}. Let I = cv -

du. Then

x' = (xy^Yixy20)'^ 0(77,(Af )),

and so / =£ 0 since x^2"*, xy2v are free generators. Also,

y2, m (xy™yu(xy2»)c<E 0(t7,(A/)).

Let m be a prime larger than |2/|. Then <¿>m, xm,^m, x',.y2/> = 77,(Af) since it

contains x and y, hence also a = xpy2q and ¿>2 = x'y2*, hence also ¿>. Let

R = (bm, xm, ym}. Every element of R is of the form bmaymß>xmt< • . . . •

xmy\ Choose coset representatives of {a, £>>mod H to be 1, bm and of

<x,/>mod H to be \,ym. Now (bm)2k is of the form B = (xm)rk(y2m)sk G H

and, similarly, (ym)2k is of the form Y = (am)~rk(b2myk G H. Conjugation

of Bbyym,OTY by bm, simply changes x to x_1, respectively, ato a~x. Thus

every element of R can be expressed in the form (bm)ym • . . . •bm(ym)w

where w G (xm, y2m}. By our choice of coset representatives we see that R

cannot include x. Hence R = <£>m, xm, ym) ¥= 77,(Af) which contradicts the

fact that x',y2' G 0(77,(Af)).

So suppose now that 0(77,(Af)) is infinite cyclic. Let 0(77,(Af)) = {xy2v}.

Then since 0(77,(Af)) is normal,

y(xy2v)y~x = x~y2v G 0(77,(Af)).

Thus

x2" = (xy2v)(x-y2vylG o(77,(Af)),

and

y*° = X-2u(xy2v)2G 0(77,(Af)).

Since 0(77,(Af )) is infinite cyclic, precisely one of u and v must be zero.

Case 1. u 7= 0, v = 0. Then

x" = (aiM£>-2«")±,EO(77,(Af)),
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and

bxub~x = (a-s"¿»-2?")±1E'0(77,(A/)).

Hence a2m G 0(77,(Af)), and b4qu G 0(77,(Af)). Thus we get s = 0 or q = 0

but not both since x" ^ 1.

If s = 0, then

77, (Af) = (a,b,x,y\bab~x = a~\yxy~l = x~x,a = xpy2q,b2 = xr)

where q = ±\, r = ±1. Eliminating a and x from the presentation we get

77,(Af) = (b,y\(y2qbf = b-^+2,yb7y-'1 = b~2).

Then 77,(Af) is isomorphic to

A (2, \:rp- 1, (2, 1), (2, 1))

= {lu q» Cit h\q¡hq-x = A, cxhcxx = A-1, qfh = 1, qxq2c\ = A'7'-1 )

by the mapping hv^b2, qx\-*y2qb2rp~x, q2H>b~x, cx\-+y~q. Thus by Theorem

4.11,

0(77, (Af)) = (A^2^/2) = (b*(2p)}.

If q = 0, then

77,(Af) = (a,b,x,y\bab~x = a"1, juey-' = x~x,a = xp,b2 = x'y2*)

wherep = ± 1, s = ±1. Now 77,(Af ) is isomorphic to

A(0, 2 : pr) = <c„ c2, A^Acf1 = A"1, c2c2 = A">

by the mapping cx\-*b, c2H>y~s, h\-+xp. Thus

0(77,(Af)) = <A"(,)> = <jc»(r)>

by Theorem 4.11.

Case 2. u = 0, v =£ 0. As in Case 1 the reader may check that r = 0 or

p = 0, but not both. If r = 0, then

77,(Af) = (a,b,x,y\bab-x = a~x,yxy-x = x~x,a = xV«, ¿>2 - y2*)

where p = ± 1, s « ±1. This group is isomorphic to

0(4, 0 : psq - 2, (2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1))

= (?!> fe q* q* A|[o„ A] = 1, qfh = 1, qxq2q3q4 = A'*7"2 >.

If j = +1, the mapping h\-+y2s, q^by'2*, q2^*y~2s+x, q^xy~2s+l,

qj-+xby2psq~2 defines an isomorphism. If s = — 1, the mapping hr^y2s,

qxh-*by~2s, q2r^>y, q^xy, q^xby2psq~2 defines an isomorphism. Thus by

Theorem 4.8,

0(77, (Af)) = (A*^/2) = (y^2q}).
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Finally, notice that the case p = 0 is the same as the case j = 0 with a and

x, b and y, interchanged. Therefore, 0(77,(Af)) = (y^2^}, and the proof of

Theorem 5.4 is complete.

6. Finite groups of 3-manifolds. By Corollary 8.7 of [5] each finite group

which occurs as the fundamental group of a 3-manifold also occurs as the

fundamental group of a closed, orientable 3-manifold. J. Milnor [16] has

listed all the finite groups which can possibly occur as the fundamental group

of a closed orientable 3-manifold. Each group which is known to occur also

occurs as the fundamental group of a Seifert fibered space. Using the

following lemmas we show that in each case the Frattini subgroup is trivial or

finite cyclic.

Lemma 6.1. Let G be a group. Then 0(G) 2 Z(G) n G'.

The proof is an easy exercise which appears in §7.3 of [22].

Lemma 6.2. // H is a normal subgroup of a group G and if 0(/f) is finitely

generated, then 0(G) D 0(/f) [22].

Theorem 6.3. The Frattini subgroups of all the known finite fundamental

groups of 3-manifolds are as follows.

(i) 0(1) = 1.

(ii) ^,20 = (x>y\x2 = (*v)3 = y5> x4 = O*

*Cl2o)  =  <*V =  O  « Z2.

(iii) F48 = (x,^|x2 = (xy)3 = y\ x4 = 1),

0(F48) = (x2|x4=l)aZ2.

(iv) Ô8„ = (x, y\xl = {xyf = y2n),     » > 1.

0(ß8n) = \V(4,,)> * z4nM4n).

(v) D2H2n + x) = (x,.y|x2' = \,y2n+x = Lxyx"1 - y~l),

k > 2, n > 1,

0(Z>2*(2n+,)) = (x2,y«*H+i)) = Z2*-,(2n+1)/<p(2n+1).
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(vi)   F8.3* = (x,/, z|x2 = (xy)2 = y2, zxz~x = y, zyz~x = xy, z3" = l),

k > 1,

0(F8.3*) = <x2,z3>sZ2.3^,.

(vii) Z„ = <x|x" = 1>,       n > 2,

0(Zn) = <x^'>=,Z„/v(n).

(viii) The direct sum of any of the above groups with a cyclic group of

relatively prime order. The Frattini subgroup is the direct sum of the Frattini

subgroups of the factors and is cyclic.

Proof. Since the groups are finite, (viii) follows from (i)-(vu) [22]. For (i)

and (vii) the result is obvious. So we proceed to consider the remaining

groups.

(ii) The binary dodecahedral group F,20 is perfect, that is, PX20 = P'X20.

Furthermore, Z(PX20) = <x2|x4 = 1> and

WZ(F,20) a (x,y\x2 = (x7)3 = y5 = Ï) * A5.

Since A5 is simple, 0(>45) = 1 and so O(F,20) G Z(PX20). By Lemma 6.1,

O(FI20) D Z(PX20) n F,'20 = Z(PX20). Hence

O(FI20) = Z(F120) = <x2|x4=l>.

(iii) For F4g, the binary octahedral group, we have Z(P4S) = <x2|x4 = 1>

and

P4S/Z(P4S) m (x,y\x2 = (xy*)3 = y* = Ï) » S4.

As is known [22], 0(54) = 1, and so O^) Ç Z(P4S) = <x2|x4 = 1>.

Furthermore, x2 E Z(F4g), and since F4g/F48 » <x|x2 = 1), we also have

x2 E F48. Hence x2 E Z(P4S) n F48, and so by Lemma 6.1, x2 E 0(F48).

Therefore,

0(F48) = Z(F48) = <x2|x4=l>.

(iv) In Qs„, H = {y) is normal, and 0(//) = <^f(4n>> is finitely generated

(in fact, finite). Hence by Lemma 6.2, (y*4")} G 0(g8n). Also, 0(//) is

characteristic in H, and H is normal in QSn. So 0(//) is normal in Q%n.

Consider

Q8„/0(//) « {x,y\x2 = T,y*(4"> = T, xvx-1 -/-»)« Z>2„(4„),

the dihedral group of order 2<p(4n). Let <p(4n) =p, • . . . • ps where p, are

distinct primes. Then (yPi, x) is of index p, in D2<p(4n), hence is maximal.
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Similarly, (y; is of index 2 in D2{p(4n) and so is maximal. Therefore

0(Z)M4n))ç R (yp',x)n(y) = ~h
i=i

Hence 0(g8„) Q 0(//) so that

0(ô8„) = <Jv^(4")>*Z4n/v(4n).

(v) Now consider D2k(2n+xy Since x2 E Z(/)2*(2n+1)), we have that

H = \x ,y) = Z2*-i.(2„+1)

and H is normal in D2„(2n+X). Also, 0(//) is finite. Hence by Lemma 6.2,

0(//) = <x4,^<2n+1>> G 0(Z)2H2n + 1)).

Let A = (x2,yv(2n+X)). Then A is normal in D2t(2n+X), and

D2H2n+i)/N a <x,y|x2 = Ï,^»+D = Ï, xyx"1 -y~l) * -Wn>

As in (iv) 0(/)2<p(2n+1)) = 1, and so 0(/)2*(2n+1)) Ç A. It remains to show that

x2 E 0(Z)2*(2„+1)). Let Af be a maximal subgroup of D2k(2n+Xy Suppose

x2 g Af. Then D2k(2n + X) = Af<x2>. In particular, x = m(x2)x for some m E

Af, X G Z. Therefore, x1_2A E M. But x4 E Af. Hence x E Af, and so

x2 E Af. Thus x2 E 0(£>2*(2„+1)), and so

^,(^)2*(2n+l)) =  (*2>.y9   "+1 ) —  Z2t-i(2„+1)/v(2n+1).

(vi) Finally, in F8.3* let z, = z3. Then z, E Z(F8.3*). Hence

// = (x,>>, z,|x2 = (xy)2 = y2, z,x = xz„ z,> = yzx, zf "' = l)

=  08® Z3*-i,

and H is normal in F83*. Also 0(//) = <x2, z3> s Z2.3*-2 for k > 2. (If

A: = 1, then H = Q8 and 0(//) = <x2> s Z2.) By Lemma 6.2, O(Zf) Ç

0(F8.3ü). Now let A = <x2, z,>. Then A is normal in P8.3* and

F8.3*/A s (x,y, z|x2 = (xy)  = y2 = Ï, zxz-1 = .y, zyz~x = xy, z3 = Ï)

s K4 X Z3 at ^4.

But since /14 is normal in S4 and 0(^44) is finite, 0(^4) G <P(S4) = 1. Hence

0(F83*/A) = 1, and so 0(F83*) G N. It remains to show that z, E 0(F8.3*)

for k > 2. (If k = 1, then z, = 1 so we already have the result.) Let Af be a

maximal subgroup of F8.3*. Suppose z, E Af. Then F8.3* = Af<z,>. In

particular, z = wzA for some m G M, X G Z. Therefore, zx = z3 = m3z3X G

M, which is a contradiction. Hence, z3 E 0(F83*), and so

0(F8.3,) = <x2,z3>=SZ2.3t-,

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3.
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According to [16] and [15] the only other finite group which can possibly be

the fundamental group of a 3-manifold is the group

0(8«, k, I) = <x,^,z|x2 = (xy)2=y2n,zkl = Lxzx"1 = zr,yzy~x - z"1)

where %n,k,l are pairwise relatively prime positive integers, r = — 1 (mod k),

r = 1 (mod /), « is odd and n > k > I > 1 or the direct sum of this group

with a cyclic group of relatively prime order. Since the groups are finite, the

Frattini subgroup of the direct sum is the direct sum of the Frattini subgroups

of the factors. Thus it only remains to determine the Frattini subgroup of

Q(Sn,k,l).

Theorem 6.4. The group 0(8«, k, I) has Frattini subgroup

0(0(8«, k. I)) = <^(4">, **»>> « Z4nklM4nkl).

Proof. Since <z> is normal in 0(8«, k, I) and since 0«z» = <zv(W)> is

finite,

<z*(w)> ç 0(0(8«, k,l)).

Similarly, (y2/ is normal in 0(8«, k, I), and so

*«:0) = <^(2n)> £ 0(ô(8«, M)).

Let A = (y<p(A"\ z^k,)). Note that <p(2n) = <p(4«). Then A is normal in

0(8«, k,l), and

0(8«, k,l) =Q(Sn,k,l)/N

= (x,y, z\x2 = (xy)2 = yf(4n) = ¿W* = Ï,

xzx~x = zr,yzy~x = z~l)

— Z<pW) * ■D2<p(4n)-

Since 0(/)2(f>(4n)) = 1, we have 0(0(8«, k, l)) G <z>. Now let <p(kl) =

q\ • ■ ■ ■■ q, where q¡ are distinct primes. Then <z®, x, y) is of index q¡ in

(2(8«, k, I), and so it is maximal. Therefore,

o(e(8«,M)) c PI <**, XJ) n <z-> = Ï.
<=i

Hence 0(0(8«, k, l)) G A so that

0(ô(8«, k, I)) = <>**»>, z^)> « Z4n,//v(4nW)

as required.

7. Comments on the general problem. If 77,(Af) is infinite and Af is not

compact, orientable or sufficiently large, little more can be said.
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In particular, we cannot do the nonsufficiently large case. However, all the

known nonsufficiently large 3-manifolds with infinite fundamental groups are

Seifert fibered spaces. The Seifert fibered spaces with Seifert surface a

2-sphere with three singular fibers of type (a„ /3,) where 23_,l/a, < 1 and

¿ =£ 0 have infinite fundamental group and are not sufficiently large. Since

£ t^ 0, we have X # 0, and so from Theorem 4.10 it follows that all the known

nonsufficiently large 3-manifolds with infinite fundamental groups have

nontrivial Frattini subgroups. The problem when Af is almost sufficiently

large is no easier since properties of the Frattini subgroup are not generally

inherited by subgroups, quotient groups or extensions.

If Af is noncompact and G = 77,(Af) is finitely generated, then G also

occurs as the fundamental group of a compact 3-manifold [21] so O(G) is

given by our work. However, if 77,(Af) is not finitely generated, then opposite

extremes can occur for the Frattini subgroup. For example, let Fœ be an

infinitely generated free group. Then Fx occurs as the fundamental group of

a noncompact 3-manifold, and 0(FM) = 1. On the other hand, the comple-

ment of a solenoid in S3 is a noncompact 3-manifold with fundamental group

the additive group of rationals Q. The additive group of rationals is the union

of an ascending chain of proper infinite cyclic subgroups. Thus it has no

maximal subgroups, and hence 0((?) = Q. Furthermore, each subgroup of Q

is the fundamental group of some 3-manifold, and there is a large variety of

infinitely generated subgroups of Q. The determination of the Frattini

subgroups of all these groups is generally impossible.

If Af is nonorientable, then Af has a double cover Af which is orientable

and G = 7r,(Af ) is normal of index two in G = 77,(Af). We know that if 0(G)

is finitely generated, then 0(G) G 0(G). Hence, if 0(G) is nontrivial, then

0(G) is nontrivial. But, in general, we do not know how to handle the

nonorientable case again mainly because properties of the Frattini subgroup

are not hereditary.
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